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Recommendations for national standardization 

(I/4): 
 

-Avoidance of more than one name for one feature 

-Avoidance of unnecessary changing of names 

 

It is recommended that the names be in accordance with : 

 

- current and local usage (VII/5) 

- current spelling rules, as much as possible 

 

Bearing in mind that ...a standardized name is a name that has the official 

sanction of a legally constituted entity  

Back 



Bear in mind: 
 

 

®  Formal aspects 

 

®  Phonetic aspects 

 

®  Locational aspects 

 

 

OBS. ® = Remember 

 

 

It is OK to be ignorant, but don’t be happy in your ignorance.  

Go find out! 

 

Don’t be afraid to ASK. That’s what you are there for!!!! 

 

 



Formal aspects 

 
-Correct in the office: 

  

 

Space between letters/words: Lagoa do C oração 

 

 

Typos: Lagoa do Coraç~ao, Lagpa do Coração, 

Lagoa do CoRação 
 

 



Formal aspects 

Name 

Same in all sources of information? 

 

-1:25.000, 1:50.000, 1:1 000 000, Municipal Mapping, internet sites, 

  academic papers, official documents etc.: Rio São João 

                                                   ↓ 

                                                YES! 

                                                   ↓ 

                      Check for updates/univocity:variant names (alonyms)? 

 

 

-                       NO!  → Field work! 



Formal aspects 

Unknown words 

 

Not in the dictionary? Doesn’t mean the word does not exist 

 

DO NOT CORRECT TO A SIMILAR WORD YOU KNOW 

 

Ex. Cabanha → Cabana???? 

      Picassinho →               ???? → kind of horse (meaning/motivation) 

 

 

 

 

       Rio Furtuoso → ???? (Rio Tortuoso, land property document)      



Formal aspects 

Apparent inconsistencies 

DO NOT CORRECT IMMEDIATELY! 

 

Ex. Serra do Beleza (motivation) 

       Ribeirão dos Lagarto (motivation) 
 

Presence/absence /inconsistencies of connectives 

 

-Difficult to solve 

 

Ex. Praia de Tucuns/Praia dos Tucuns (meaning/motivation): 

observe local use thoroughly 

       

      Ribeirão Floresta/Ribeirão da Floresta 

 

Absence of generic term (except in case of localities) 

Ex. Riozinho (absence of specific term?) 



Formal aspects 

Spelling – special section 

DO NOT CORRECT IMMEDIATELY! 

 
 

 



Phonetic aspects 

“Writing in Portuguese is very easy, 

because Portuguese spelling is 

phonetic: we write the way we 

speak” 







-Keep in mind the variations you may come across: 

 

Individual preferences 

Regional accent 

Level of education 

Others 

  

 

-Ex. Ribeirão da “Gauça” 

 

- ASK!!!   

 

Spelling (        illiterate informant) 

Meaning/motivation 

Use simple wording. Rephrase 

Phonetic aspects 



- Carioca Portuguese:    (“sizzling”)    

 

 

        “S”  > sh ou j (except in initial position) Ex. biscoito, biscoitos,       

         rasga, pasmado 

 

         “TI” > tshi  Ex. Tio, Batida, Haiti 

 

          “L” > u (except in the beginning of syllables) Ex. balde, jornal 

 

           Unstressed vowells in final position: e > i, o > u 

           Ex. leite > leiti > leitshi, maluco > malucu 

 

                 Retroflex “r”   Ex. porta, Arthur  

 

           “R” in initial position: always “strong” Ex. rato, riso, ronco  

Phonetic aspects 



  ESTAÇÃO 

    PEDRO II 

        VILA        

  LEOPOLDINA II 

Phonetic aspects 



Phonetic aspects 

-Córrego dos Irmãos  X  Córrego Dois Irmãos 

 

-Birigui 

 

USING A SOUND RECORDER IS ALWAYS ADVISABLE, but if it is not 

available, find ways to take notes on how words are pronounced: 

 

-IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet) 

https://www.internationalphoneticassociation.org/ 

http://www.internationalphoneticalphabet.org/ipa-sounds/ipa-chart-with-sounds/ 

 

-Use diacritics, underline letters, circle letters etc. 

 

- If you cannot come to a conclusion about the spelling of a name, write 

carefully WHAT YOU HEAR. 

https://www.internationalphoneticassociation.org/
http://www.internationalphoneticalphabet.org/ipa-sounds/ipa-chart-with-sounds/
http://www.internationalphoneticalphabet.org/ipa-sounds/ipa-chart-with-sounds/
http://www.internationalphoneticalphabet.org/ipa-sounds/ipa-chart-with-sounds/
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http://www.internationalphoneticalphabet.org/ipa-sounds/ipa-chart-with-sounds/
http://www.internationalphoneticalphabet.org/ipa-sounds/ipa-chart-with-sounds/
http://www.internationalphoneticalphabet.org/ipa-sounds/ipa-chart-with-sounds/
http://www.internationalphoneticalphabet.org/ipa-sounds/ipa-chart-with-sounds/
http://www.internationalphoneticalphabet.org/ipa-sounds/ipa-chart-with-sounds/


Locational aspects 

Itaúnas - ES 

Features, especially man-made, may disappear or change places 

 

-Does the name remain in the place? 

Yes! → collect → change classification (Ex. Village > “nome local”) 

No  → invent a new name?  

   

NEVER INVENT OR MAKE “ADDITIONS” TO NAMES!!!! 

 

When features change places, associate its name to the new 

coordinates. 



What are the things you have to bear 

in mind when collecting geographical 

names in your country/for your 

institution? 

 

How similar or different are they from 

the ones pointed out here? 
 



        VILA        

  LEOPOLDINA II 

Spelling 

Acordo Ortográfico de 1990 - O Novo Acordo (Ortographic Agreement) 

 

Signed by Guiné-Bissau, Moçambique, São Tomé e Príncipe, Cabo Verde, 

Angola, Portugal and Brazil  

 

Aim: standardize the spelling of Portuguese 

 

Decree and text (unabridged): 

http://www.camara.gov.br/internet/reformaortografica/decreto_e_texto_do_ac

ordo.pdf 

 

About the “Novo Acordo”:  

•Novo Acordo Ortográfico, by Carlos Alberto Faraco 

https://www.escrevendoofuturo.org.br/EscrevendoFuturo/arquivos/187/novoac

ordo2.pdf 

 

http://www.camara.gov.br/internet/reformaortografica/decreto_e_texto_do_acordo.pdf
http://www.camara.gov.br/internet/reformaortografica/decreto_e_texto_do_acordo.pdf
https://www.escrevendoofuturo.org.br/EscrevendoFuturo/arquivos/187/novoacordo2.pdf
https://www.escrevendoofuturo.org.br/EscrevendoFuturo/arquivos/187/novoacordo2.pdf
https://www.escrevendoofuturo.org.br/EscrevendoFuturo/arquivos/187/novoacordo2.pdf


Spelling 

Spelling basics for geographical names (IBGE): 

 

- Capital letters: both generic and specific are capitalized 

  Ex. Monte Pascoal 

- Connectives take low case. Ex. Serra do Mar 

- Both words in hyphenated compounds are written with capital letters 

   Ex. Serra do Rola-Moça 

- Letters k,w,y are part of the alphabet, but their use is restricted to few 

cases, among which in toponyms which have their origins in foreign 

languages and in words derived from them 

  Ex. Malawi, malawiano  

 

OBS. Different spellings, same sound (homophones), different meanings 

          Ex. Rio Água Suja/Rio Água-Suja 

                Ribeirão dos Cochos/Ribeirão dos Coxos  



Spelling 

 
Recommendations for national standardization 

 

Not always easy to follow 

 

- frequent changes in spelling rules 

 

- discrepancies between local use and legislation creating the 

feature (especially localities) 

 

- difficulty and sometimes impossibility of obtaining the original text 

of the legislation or a reliable copy of it  

 



EXAMPLES 



Rio Uraricoera (old spelling, traditional use: consistent 

everyday use, literature, Constitution of the state as intangible 

cultural heritage of the State of Roraima) 

                       X 

Rio Urariquera (current spelling rule, used in some pieces 

of legislation, some charts, and some other instances of everyday 

use) 

Uraricoera River – important watercourse in 

the north of Brazil (Amazon Region)  

Frequent changes in spelling rules 



Copy of part of the legislation creating a municipality in the State 

of Ceará  

Difficulties related to spelling in texts of laws 



A different copy of the same legislation. Both copies are valid. 



Copy of the legislation creating a municipality: Different 

spellings in the same document 



Municipality of Granjeiro/ Grangeiro – spelling in the law not 

updated 

 

Spelling in the law that creates the municipality: Grangeiro 

Spelling according to the current rules: Granjeiro 

 

Copy of part of a municipal law: different spellings in the 

same text 

Confusion in general and local usage: 

Sample taken from the City Hall’s website 



Advertising 

Wikipedia website 



Changes in spelling rules causing alteration in meanings of names 

Municipality of Paraty – name originated from an indigenous 

expression 
 

Spelling according to transcription system: Paraty - from Parati’i = river full 

of parati (kind of fish) 
 

Spelling after a change in rules: Parati – name of a kind of fish 

 
Spelling restored after a lawsuit made by the population, not in accordance with 

spelling rules at the time: Paraty 

 

Coexistence of the two forms 

OBS. According to today’s spelling rules, the form Paraty is correct 



Discrepancy between the legal use of the name and its use 

by the people. 

Municipality of Januário Cicco/ Boa Saúde 

 

Name in the law that creates the municipality: Januário Cicco 

Name according to the current local usage: Boa Saúde 

 

Advertising 

Road sign 



We will resume dealing with spelling when we discuss the 

results of our field work 

___________________________________________________ 

 

How is your country/institution implementing the Novo 

Acordo? 

 

Are there discrepancies among the Spanish-speaking 

countries regarding the spelling of Spanish?  

 

Comments/suggestions/ideas are welcome 

 

Experiences to share? 

 

How similar or different are they from the ones shown here? 

 



-“PRE-FIELD NAMES LIST”: our favorite document 

     
     - A single document: a spreadsheet with comprehensive information on  

       the names gathered in the office and in the field. 

   

 

-“Caderneta de Campo”: your notebook 

 

 

-Concise Manual for the collection of geographical names 

  

Preparation for the field work 



“Caderneta de campo” 

All relevant information must be 

registered here, regardless of the 

use of sound recorders. 

Legible handwriting, please! 




